Write a Caption...
The first time I encountered this work, I held it. I looked at it, too, but the models for Julia Rooney’s @SomeHighTide
paintings, made from dominos, satisfied the desire we all have when we encounter something beautiful: to get up
close, to feel it, to reach out and run the tips of our fingers over its surface.
We were sitting at a friend’s restaurant in Brooklyn. Our partners hadn’t arrived yet, nor had our food. Only drinks
and the dominos, the mini paintings we kept letting go of and picking up again, irresistibly, rearranging, setting
perpendicular to each other, shifting beneath our fingers. Later, when I spoke to Julia about the dominos’ influence
on @SomeHighTide
@SomeHighTide,, I saw them as representations of what consumers of art are doing all the time: turning our
screens horizontally, zooming and cropping, editing the images.
I’ve known Julia and her work since she was making paintings from old underwear. She has been mulling over
space and its relationship to her practice (space being, perhaps, the most fundamental “found” material), and last
year she told me she’d visited the Donald Judd home on Spring Street and suggested I see it, too. I bought a ticket
to go on March 14, 2020. The site closed before I could visit and won’t open again until 2021.
But in December I was able to see the Judd show at MoMA on a slushy, rainy afternoon after eating a hurried
“California wrap,” outside under an awning, my fingers growing numb. One of the paintings, a monochromatic
sun-baked red, Judd declared a failure, so he added metal siding to it, protruding from the top and bottom into
the gallery space. The idea of turning a failed painting into a sculpture was funny to me, especially since I didn’t
understand the art world bias (at least at the time, more than half a century ago) toward painting. Circling the work,
I realized that it had always been three-dimensional, always been a kind of sculpture.
The show was perfect for Instagram—people of all ages posed beside Judd’s stacks or crouched before the blocks
on the floor, extending into a mathematically calculated distance. I thought of the way both painting and sculpture
lose their physicality when photographed for social media, but then gain it again, in a way, in the object of the
phone. And I remembered the dominos, both a visual representation of the way painting appears on a phone, and
a tactical representation of the phone itself.
@SomeHighTide expands upon these concepts—literally and figuratively, challenging the miniaturization and tactile
conformity of art’s digital counterparts. By creating the bar code painting, and inviting viewers to point their phones
at it, sending them to the @SomeHighTide Instagram, Julia has, in a way, made the phone into another “found”
object, a part of practice. She hasn’t absented herself from social media; she’s simply chosen a different position to
it, using technology as one of her materials instead of shaping her materials to the demands of technology.
— Cora Frazier

